Let M be a N-dimensional smooth differentiable manifold. Here, we are going to analyze (m>1)-derivations of Lie algebras relative to an involutive distribution on subrings of real smooth functions on M. First, we prove that any (m>1)-derivations of a distribution Ω on the ring of real functions on M as well as those of the normalizer of Ω are Lie derivatives with respect to one and only one element of this normalizer, if Ω doesn't vanish everywhere. Next, suppose that N = n + q such that n>0, and let S be a system of q mutually commuting vector fields. The Lie algebra of vector fields S A on M which commutes with S, is a distribution over the ring ( ) 0 M F of constant real functions on the leaves generated by S. We find that m-derivations of S A is local if and only if its derivative ideal coincides with S A itself. Then, we characterize all non local m-derivation of S A . We prove that all m-derivations of S A and the normalizer of S A are derivations. We will make these derivations and those of the centralizer of S A more explicit.
Introduction and Preliminary
Let m be a natural integer greater than or equal to 2. We recall that a m-derivation D of a Lie  -algebra A is an endomorphism of A , such that for all 1 2 , , , Is it sufficient to study derivation of Lie algebras? What is the reason for studying the more general notion:" (m>2)-derivation"? In other words, can we find (m>2)-derivations of a vector fields Lie algebra which are not derivations? In [1] , we found m-derivations all polynomial vector fields Lie algebras P on n  , where P contains Euler vector fields E and all constant vector fields. We remark that all these m-derivations are derivations when m is even. If m is an odd number, m-derivations are generally sum of derivations and m-derivations with homogeneous degree -2. Over and vanishing otherwise. It is a 3-derivation, but not a derivation. In [2] , some graded Lie algebra m-derivations are discussed. Here, we are interested in m-derivations of distribution Lie algebra on a N-smooth manifold M over an M-real functions ring. We know that all smooth vector fields can be locally approximated to polynomial vector fields, so we think that all results in [1] are naturally true in the case of distributions. But, the results which follow are different. The differential operator theory see [3] is the main tool throughout our proofs.
We denote by F(M) the ring of all real functions on M, (M)
resp χ the vector fields Lie algebras over M(resp. over the tangent bundle TM).
At first, we consider an involutive distribution Ω over F(M). That is to say, Ω is a F(M)-sub-module of the module of all vector fields on M. Assuming that the open set
Ω ≠ equals M, we are looking for characteristics of m-derivations of Lie algebras relative to Ω and applications of the obtained results on some remarkable distributions. We propose to prove that each m-derivation of Ω (resp. of the normalizer in ( )
of Ω) is simply a Lie derivative with respect to one and only one normalizer's vector fields (resp. is inner). These theorems can be extended where O Ω is dense over M.
Secondly, let be N=n+q with n ≥ 1 and q>0, S a system of q nonvanishing vector fields which commute mutually. We know by results in [4] that S yields a generalized foliation on M. We assume that all leaves are regular and we notice that ( ) 0 M F , the ring of real smooth functions which are constant on the leaves over M. Let U be a p-dimensional adapted chart domain relative to the foliation and ( )
where 1 a n q £ £ + if p=0). Then, there are two
. These previous modules are Lie algebras such We characterize all local  -endomorphisms of S in the case where all elements of S are densely supported or S is spanned by singleton, and those which are non local. It is well known that the open set of all foliation regular points is dense in M, then one can extend these results where the foliation is singular and if the above 1-forms prolongs smoothly on M.
Journal of Generalized Lie Theory and Applications
Several applications of our results about Lie algebras relative to: all vector fields, all compactly supported vector fields, generalized foliations, m -projected vector fields cf. [5] , k-nullity space of connection curvature, and vector fields Lie algebras on TM commuting with Liouville vector fields cf. [6] ; are given at the end of this paper.
Throughout this article, the Lie derivative with respect to
We adopt the Einstein index summation and suppose that all considered objects are smooth.
The m-derivations of Lie algebras attached to Ω
According the hypothesis about Ω, we can affirm that Ω is a Lie sub-algebra of ( ) M c . A generalization of [7, 8] [7] and using that the derivative ideal of Ω is Ω itself. Therefore
, as we know,
is uniquely determined, where each D i is differential operator over the trivial bundle x U´ cf. [3] . Thus, if necessary we can write
are multi-indices corresponding to coordinates.
Let's apply
, where x n = y. By definition of m-derivations and when f is replaced by monomials, we have:
where ( ) i P x are free x n monomials.
By reasoning as in the previous, we compute , , ,
. It is easy, using both the previous relation and the previous proof, to obtain the nullity of , , ,
gives:
By these results, ( )
L .
, we have We take Proposition 2.6 of [7] and we have
Follwing the arguments of the proof of Theorem 2.7 in [7] , we end the demonstration of the first assertion of our theorem. Taking that the derivative ideal of Ω is Ω itself into account, we can adapt the proof of Theorem 2.12 in [7] to state the second assertion. A is an ideal of S A , we deduce
A A . Then, we deduce the result.
We assume the following conventions about the index, exists an open set z V containing z, such that the a 0 -th component of
By definition, we obtain Proof. Recall that
Choose X Î  and let be U a distinguished connected chart domain of the foliation. When 
. Therefore, 
Where S Z Î A , we have a contradiction. Moreover, Proposition 3.1 and the previous result lead to nullity of D over
It is easy to prove the last assertions of our proposition.
We can note immediately that, 
By using the (3.2), Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 3.3, we deduce that each ,
Let f be an element of ( ) 
We see that , 0
and the previous statement leads to Proof. We deduce the result from Propositions 3.4, 3.6.
Theorem 3.8.
We have equivalences between:
All m-derivation of S
A is local. 
There is an
1 S X A Î and ( ) 0 M h F Î such that ( )( ) 0 M X h x x ¹ " Î .
The derivative ideal of
. Since 0 S ¹ , then it exists k such that X k is nonzero on the open set U k , and
We reason in the same way as in [4] 
zero on an open set without non vanishing both over and if there is 0 on 
By local equation
, Proposition 3.1 and the previous result where each i X runs through over the respective sets, we affirm that 
, . . .
Then, we can have
with the help of coordinate's translations, we get the previous equality at other arbitrary points in U. Thus, each i g is closed. By exploiting all these assertions, we can adapt the demonstrations of Proposition 3.14, 3.15 et 3.16 of [4] and we achieve our proof.
Let Â be the set of pair of forms ( , ) a w quoted before. We will denote by ( ) U Z , the complement set of those of ( ) , a w Î Â such that α is exact and 0 w = or 0 a = . We might assume that
Theorem 3.12. The form of m-derivations of S
A is 
Cf X where C Î  , 
Applications
The following is a list of some Lie algebras for which our theorems hold.
We denote by c C the Lie algebra of all compactly supported vector fields on M which is an involutive distribution over M. We know that the normalizer of c
is (M) c and M c O C = see [7] .
We suppose that M is a differential manifold equipped with a nonsingular generalized foliation F see [1] . We denote ( ) Here, V is a smooth manifold and µ is surjective smooth map from M to V see [5] . It is well known that the set of µ-projected vector fields Now, let G be a connection in the Grifone sense over M cf. [9] .
We can cite the curvature horizontal nullity distribution space We call N k the k-nullity space distribution of vector fields in the Finsler space considered by Bidabad [11] such that the nullity index doesn't vanish everywhere. Let's note that In addition, let's consider the system S composed by the Liouville vector field C on TM. We work on TM without zero section, we find all m-derivation of S A by our theorem, as well as its normalizer which is locally isomorphic to ( )
1,

S gl
A Å  . By density of the foliation regular points set defined by S, we obtain analogous results on TM. All  -linear maps of C < >into itself are local.
